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Overcoming
"Unexpected" Obstacles in Road
Construction
•Good planning
•Communication
•Proper mix production
•Delivery
•Correct placement techniques
•Fall Back plans
•Who can Call an Audible?
•Tribal Knowledge

Somewhere between what the public
expects.....
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....and what they are willing to pay for...
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....are the unexpected obstacles

"Iceberg 1

Titanic 0"

"Unexpected" Obstacles in Paving
Expecting the Unexpected
Construction contracts frequently contain a "site
inspection" clause, which requires the contractor to
exercise due diligence to discover reasonably foreseeable
physical conditions and disclaims any warranty about the
project conditions; and a "differing site (changed)
conditions" clause, which allocates to the owner the risk if
actual conditions turn out to be materially different from
expected conditions and provides a procedure by which
the contractor can apply for and obtain an equitable
adjustment for materially unforeseen site conditions.
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How does it go from
this...
...to this so fast
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Do we sometimes we beat our
heads against the wall because it
feels so good when we stop?…..

After an exhaustive survey of
contractors and job sites around the
world…

….we found, me and Deahl, that all paving
obstacles and goals were close to the same….
GGG

Domestic Obstacles
Soft grade

Mix design changes without notice
Temperature changes in loads of asphalt
Delays in trucking;
School bus run; conflicting jobs (county,state,federal)
Work order changes without notice.
People not showing up and then being shorthanded
Machine failures / Plant problems
Not having the proper equipment for the job at hand
Showing up on job that was supposed to be ready to pave;
now need...
a ________ to cleanup job before paving
Sub-contractors getting in the way of paving on jobs where you
share the same work site
Grade falling through due to collapsing sewer or water lines
Running out of fuel, because someone did not do their job
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My Territory

International Territory Obstacles
Bribes
Ancient technology
Modern Technology with unskilled labor
Unexploded Ordinance
Lack of Materials
Lack of basic Quality Paving processes Army Contractors
Little or NO communications

Pakistan Paver Spec
a. Max Pave width - 13-16m THEY WISH TO PAVE 52.5 FEET WIDE?
b. Lay down rate - 900 - 1500 Tons/h our NO PROBLEM HERE
c. Max laying thickness - 35 – 40cm 1.3 FEET THICK?
d. Pave speed — 15 - 18m/min 60 FEET PER MINUTE?
e. Engine Output - 250-280 KW (Diesel 4 stroke water cooled) NO PROBLEM HERE
Better to quote and above or you may quote engine of your standard specs with
justification.
f . Screed Version - Tamper and 1-2 bar pressure with vibration VIBRATION ONLY BUT
YOU CAN’T RUN A TAMPER BAR SCREED AT 18M/MIN.
g. Screed heating - Elec & Gas ELECTRIC ONLY
h. Screed drive — Hydraulic YES Okay noted
j. Crown Control – Adjustable POWER CROWN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
k. Crawler Tracks - Provider with rubber pads RUBBER TRACK STANDARD
I. Speeds - Variable Travel up to 4 km/h
m. Hopper Capacity - 15-18 tons YES
n. Ambient Temp - (-)15°c to (+)55°c YES THOUGH VERY COLD TOO COLD FOR
HOT MIX. 55C AT EDGE OF AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE.
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....we look at unexpected obstacles and look for resources to

ADAPT IMPROVISE OVERCOME
resilient
modulus is
stress divided
by strain for
rapidly applied
loads – like
those
experienced by
pavements.
Good thing about this one was using NCAT to help resolve the problem…

....to something as seemingly simple as traffic
control and as complex as mobilization...
People not showing up and then being shorthanded

Where do we find the resources
THE TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE
This one has no pictures but it was a bear
to figure out with Kiewit and Uncle Al Dalvit
and Hyster (me) all with skin in the game
Paving at DIA 1988
Kept breaking front pump mounts on roller
Typical Engineering Problem
Always “Chasing the Pain”
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Soft Grade

Soft Grade

Soft Grade or Poor Tack
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Vince: Last year we paved 5 streets of my small town (2800 pop. ) we wanted to mill; they had done many asphalt
overlays on these city streets; and most of it was worn down, except at the curb line where we still had some depth
left. This was causing a drainage problem; because the curb had no reveal. So, we started milling; and on 4 out 5
streets we had no problem. The one street with the heaviest traffic load; we continually ran into slabs of
concrete that wore out teeth very fast, caused the drum to bounce, and gave us a terrible surface to pave
over. The cause of this was. The concrete pavement was placed in the 1920’s. They got gravel from the
Illinois river, did not wash the material; and when it did not go together; they kept adding more cement until it
did offer support. Consequently; they ended up with old concrete pavement over brick streets that where
harder than “the hubs of Hell” . The heavily traveled street looked like a bombed out WWII road. One thing that
helped; we did not pave these streets for a month after milling; and they were turned over to traffic. With the traffic
load; we broke up some of the unstable concrete, filled up the vids and holes, reduced the permeability of the soil, and
helped to dry those areas that had trapped some moisture. City crews swept these streets on a continually basis to
eliminate loose concrete and some voids.

Photo of close up view of differential
settlement type of geotechnical
related pavement failure

Temperature changes in loads of asphalt

Manchester N.H. Airport Taxiway 1992
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Delays in trucking
Temperature changes in loads of asphalt

Delays in
trucking

Mix design changes without notice
Temperature changes in loads of
asphalt
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Showing up on job that was supposed to be ready to
pave; now need a ________ to cleanup/prep job before
paving

USCG Project Kodiak Island Alaska
“As you know we are ready to begin milling
with our new RX-600E on the Coast guard
base here in Kodiak. As I mentioned on the
phone last week when we spoke about the
ground penetrating radar we have found
numerous buried objects under the existing
asphalt at varying depths. I have attached a
few pictures of the buried airplane tie downs
that we have dug up and removed.
We have walked large portions of the area
with a hand held metal detector and have had
a strike about every 20 ft. in the areas that we
suspect have more buried tie downs.”

USCG Project Kodiak Island Alaska
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What the Customer’s
Demand

Long Life Pavement
Proper Sub-grade

Substantial Structural life
Pavement Smoothness
No Material Segregation
No Temperature Segregation
Uniformity of Density
Speed of Construction
Minimizing Traffic Delays
Low Price

That’s It…… Easy Enough!

Balancing production
What will I need to get the job done on time?
This is determined by:

Asphalt Plant Production.
Truck Capacity.
Length Of Haul.
Traffic Conditions.

Asphalt Plant
Production

We need to know how much asphalt can be produced for this job.
The tonnage per hour that is
available for your job is
needed to calculate paver
speed.

the parts per hour that are
available for your job to calculate
paver speed.
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Number of Trucks
needed

How many do I need to get through the day?

Am I going to have 20 deep and then wait an hour?
Will I get one at a time?
Will the drivers turn the corner and wait for their buddy or buddies?
I need to be prepared to adjust my operation to insure a good
Mat quality under many different conditions…… Communication

Length Of Haul
This is the cycle time needed to load, get to the
job, unload and return to the plant.

Grade Stakes
Every lift of this job, they had to lay out the
super because all grade stakes were
removed.
Let’s leave slope stakes until the job is
done to help with trying to hit our
slope points
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Preparing for the job
The paver size needs to be matched to production rates and job conditions. Now, not
everybody has a fleet of pavers to choose from and you may just get what you get.
If you have a job that is paving 10’ wide then use a 8’ paver when
possible. (3m or 2.43m)
If you open an 8 footer up to10, your operation will more than
likely benefit.
No 10’ paver likes to run closed up and no crew likes to run one that way..

Paving width setup

An 8 foot paver that is pulling 12 feet. Which of these would be best
suited for the pull? (3.65m)
What would be the big deal? 12 foot is 12 foot.

Existing Grade
Conditions

What the existing surface is like can determine many things that should be changed
to balance production and maintain quality.
Am I on a stone base that is loose or wet?
I will need to explain to my drivers that you holding the brakes
will not work. (this never get’s through) but yelling and blowing the horn always will….
For those with track machines, this is not a big issue but twisting the machine around
on the material is an issue and should be raked over
and smooth.
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Existing Grade
Conditions

Please don’t core here….

Existing Grade
Conditions

Existing grade conditions can cause texture stripping to occur. The primary reason for this
is material thickness.
Texture strips should not be confused
with segregation.
Paving over precompacted material
is considered an existing grade
condition

Existing Grade
Conditions

For those with a rubber tire paver, you will need to pay close attention to what
is going on. If the FPM gage is pegged out and your not moving, you have issues!

Advancing your paver on stone or wet tack can be controlled
better by using the speed pot rather than the joystick.

Even something simple as reducing the air pressure
in the tires can help on loose or unstable materials.
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Existing Grade Conditions
( HMA Design )
If you see a difference in the mat quality or
shadows that just appear,
it is usually a mix problem.

Paving width setup
As you can see here, it does happen. If you were to
pave at this width you would see
problems with the surface.

It’s All Balance
To build high quality, smooth riding roads, the paving speed MUST be at a
constant rate. Consistency win’s every time!

Quality Paving Techniques:

1) Uniformed “Head of Material”
2) Proper Angle of Attack
3) Constant Speed of Paver
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Dump Person
Be sure the truck driver and the paver operator
know when you are between them.
Communicate well with the truck driver when it
comes time to pull out in live traffic. Make sure
it is safe.
Takes tickets from drivers
Keep unwanted material off the road in front of
the paver
Looks out for power lines and limbs

Trucking
Who is in charge?

Are we in charge of trucking or is the trucking in charge of us??

Trucking Issues
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Optional Equipment
We like to think we are innovators in the asphalt industry, but when
do you draw the line ?
Material is made to go into the hopper by design and end up on the
ground, but at the rear of the machine.

Segregation

Segregation
Augers should run constantly at a slow speed ( around 20-40 RPM )
to move fresh hot material uniformly across the front of the screed.
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Send in the Mill
What Happened to the Margin?

Mat & Testing
14. a. Is the transverse joint straight and closed?
b. Are transverse joints constructed with a straightedge?
c. Is the longitudinal joint straight and closed?
d. Is the longitudinal joint offset from the underlying layer joint?
e. Is there any overlap of fresh material over the joint?
f. If unconfined edge, is the edge straight or does it vary more than 2” ?

15. a. Are there instances where the process should have been considered
out of control?
Kansas Rolling Profilometer Misuse

53

According the Federal Highway Association (FHWA), each
year nationwide over 20,000 workers are injured in road
construction work zones. Between 2003-2008, these injuries
were caused by:
Contact with objects, equipment (35%)
Slips, trips, or falls (20%)
Overexertion (15%)
Transportation incidents (12%)
Exposure to harmful substances or environments (5%)
There were 103 workplace fatalities at road construction sites
in 2010 (the last year data was available for from the FHWA).
Fatalities at road construction sites typically account for 1.5%
to 3% of all workplace fatalities annually. The primary causes
of worker fatalities in recent years were:
Runovers/backovers (often by dump trucks): 48%
Collision between vehicles/mobile equipment: 14%
Caught in between/struck by construction equipment and
objects: 14%
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Don’t play games
with safety

Overcoming
"Unexpected" Obstacles in Paving
TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE

It’s really is all about Happy
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Thank you
Questions
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